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Powered Ankle–Foot Prosthesis Improves
Walking Metabolic Economy
Samuel K. Au, Jeff Weber, and Hugh Herr, Member, IEEE

Abstract—At moderate to fast walking speeds, the human ankle provides net positive work at high-mechanical-power output to
propel the body upward and forward during the stance period. On
the contrary, conventional ankle–foot prostheses exhibit a passiveelastic response during stance, and consequently, cannot provide
net work. Clinical studies indicate that transtibial amputees using
conventional prostheses have higher gait metabolic rates than normal. Researchers believe that the main cause for these higher rates
is due to the inability of conventional prostheses to provide sufficient positive power at terminal stance in the trailing leg to limit
heel strike losses of the adjacent leading leg. In this investigation, we
evaluate the hypothesis that a powered ankle–foot prosthesis, capable of providing human-like ankle work and power during stance,
can decrease the metabolic cost of transport (COT) compared to
a conventional passive-elastic prosthesis. To test the hypothesis, a
powered prosthesis is built that comprises a unidirectional spring,
configured in parallel with a force-controllable actuator with series
elasticity. The prosthesis is shown to deliver the high mechanical
power and net positive work observed in normal human walking.
The rate of oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production is
measured as a determinant of metabolic rate on three unilateral
transtibial amputees walking at self-selected speeds. We find that
the powered prosthesis decreases the amputee’s metabolic COT on
average by 14% compared to the conventional passive-elastic prosR
and Freedom Innovations
theses evaluated (Flex-Foot Ceterus
Sierra), even though the powered system is over twofold heavier
than the conventional devices. These results highlight the clinical
importance of prosthetic interventions that closely mimic the mass
distribution, kinetics, and kinematics of the missing limb.
Index Terms—Amputee gait, impedance control, parallel elasticity, powered prosthesis, series elasticity, walking metabolism .

I. INTRODUCTION
ODAY’S commercially available below-knee prostheses
are completely passive during stance, and consequently,
their mechanical properties remain fixed with walking speed
and terrain. These prostheses typically comprise elastic bumper

T

springs or carbon composite leaf springs that store and release
energy during the stance period, e.g., the Flex-Foot or the
Seattle-Lite [1], [3].
Lower extremity amputees using these conventional prostheses experience many problems during locomotion. For example,
transtibial amputees expend 20–30% more metabolic power to
walk at the same speed as able-bodied individuals, and therefore,
they prefer a 30–40% slower walking speed to travel the same
distance [4], [5]. In addition, many clinical studies report that
amputees exhibit an asymmetrical gait pattern [6]–[8]. For example, unilateral transtibial amputees generally have higher than
normal hip extension, knee flexion, and ankle dorsiflexion on the
unaffected side. On the affected side, such individuals have less
than normal hip and knee flexion during stance. Additionally,
there is a significant ankle power difference between the affected
and unaffected sides during ankle-powered plantar flexion.
There are many differences between the mechanical behavior
of conventional ankle–foot prostheses during the walking cycle and that of the human ankle–foot complex. Most notably,
the human ankle performs net positive work and greater power
over the stance period, especially at moderate to fast walking
speeds [2], [9]–[12]. For example, at a self-selected walking
speed (1.25 m/s), the human ankle provides ∼0.10 J/kg of net
work [10] and ∼3.5 W/kg of peak positive power [2], [10].
Researchers hypothesize [13]–[15] that the inability of conventional passive prostheses to provide these human-like energetics
is the main cause for the metabolic, speed and symmetry difficulties experienced by today’s transtibial amputees.
The objective of this investigation is to advance a powered
ankle–foot prosthesis capable of mimicking human ankle dynamics in level-ground walking, and to assess whether the prosthesis has the capacity to improve amputee ambulation.
A. Previous Work
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Some recent research has focused on the development of
quasi-passive ankle–foot prostheses. Researchers have built
prostheses that use active damping or spring–clutch mechanisms
to allow automatic ankle angle adjustment for distinct ground
surfaces [1], [16]–[18], or to allow for an improved metabolic
walking economy [19]. Since these devices do not include an
actuator to actively plantar flex the ankle at terminal stance,
no net work is performed throughout each walking step, as is
the case with the human ankle [2], [9]–[12]. In 1998, Klute
et al. [20] were the first to build a powered ankle–foot prosthesis capable of performing net positive work. Their device
employed a pneumatic actuation strategy with off-board power.
Recently, Versluys et al. [21] also designed a powered prosthesis with pneumatic actuation and offboard power. Other recent
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work has focused on the design of energetically-autonomous
powered systems [22]–[29].
B. Engineering Challenges
According to [6], [30], and [31], two main engineering
challenges hinder the development of a powered ankle–foot
prosthesis.
1) Mechanical design: With current actuator technology, it is
challenging to build an ankle–foot prosthesis that matches
the size and weight of the human ankle, but still provides
a sufficiently large instantaneous power output and torque
to propel an amputee. The shank–ankle–foot complex of
a 78 kg person weighs approximately 2 kg, while the
peak power and torque at the ankle during walking can be
as high as 350 W and 140 N·m, respectively [30], [31].
Current ankle–foot mechanisms for humanoid robots are
not appropriate for this application, as they are either too
heavy or not sufficiently powerful to meet the human-like
specifications required for a prosthesis [32], [33].
2) Control system design: A powered prosthesis must be
position- and impedance-controllable. Often robotic ankle
controllers for humanoid robots follow preplanned kinematic trajectories during walking [32], [33], whereas the
human ankle is believed to operate in impedance control mode during stance and position control mode during
swing [9]–[11]. Furthermore, for ease of use, only local
sensing on the prosthesis is preferable, which adds additional constraints on the control system design. Finally,
it is unclear what kind of prosthetic control strategy is
effective for the improvement of amputee ambulation.

Fig. 1.

Normal human ankle biomechanics for level-ground walking.

C. Objectives and Outline
A key objective of this research is to address both the mechanical and control system design challenges. We design and build
a novel motorized prosthesis that exploits both series and parallel elasticity to fulfill the demanding human-like ankle specifications [30], [31]. To solve the control system problem, we
design and evaluate a finite-state machine that can provide both
impedance and position control for mimicking human ankle behavior during walking. We conduct a preliminary investigation
to test the hypothesis that a powered ankle–foot prosthesis can
decrease an amputee’s metabolic cost of transport (COT), or the
metabolic energy required to transport unit body weight unit
distance, compared to a conventional passive-elastic device.
Using measures of oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide
production during level-ground walking at self-selected speeds,
we estimate walking metabolic rates on three transtibial amputee participants using the powered prosthesis and conventional passive-elastic prostheses.
II. DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS AND TARGET ANKLE STANCE
BEHAVIORS FOR THE PROSTHESIS
In this section, we first review human ankle biomechanics
in walking. Using these biomechanical descriptions, we then
define the design specifications for the prosthesis.

Fig. 2. Average ankle torque is plotted versus ankle angle for N = 10 individuals with intact limbs walking at a moderate gait speed (1.25 m/s). Data
are from [10], replotted in the manner of [31]. The solid line shows the ankle
torque–angle behavior during stance while the dash line shows the ankle behavior during the SW. The points (1), (2), (3), and (4) represent the conditions
of the foot at heel-strike, foot-flat, maximum dorsiflexion, and toe-off, respectively. The segments (1)–(2), (2)–(3), (3)–(4), and (4)–(1) represent the ankle
torque–angle behaviors during CP, CD, PP, and SW phases of gait, respectively.
Segments (1)–(2) and (2)–(3) reveal different spring behaviors of the human
ankle during CP and CD, respectively. The area W enclosed by points (1), (2),
(3), and (4) is the net work done at the joint per unit body mass during the stance
period.

A. Human Ankle Biomechanics in Walking
A level-ground walking cycle is typically defined as beginning with the heel strike of one foot and ending at the next heel
strike of the same foot [35]. The main subdivisions of the gait
cycle are the stance phase (60% gait cycle) and the swing phase
(SW) (40% gait cycle) (Fig. 1). The SW represents the portion of
the gait cycle when the foot is off the ground. The stance phase
begins at heel-strike when the heel touches the ground and ends
at toe-off when the same foot rises from the ground surface.
From [9], [10], the stance phase of walking can be divided into
three subphases: controlled plantar flexion (CP), controlled dorsiflexion (CD), and powered plantar flexion (PP). These phases
of gait are described in Fig. 1. In addition, Fig. 2 shows the
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Model of human ankle behavior.

average ankle torque–angle characteristics for N = 10 individuals with intact limbs walking at a moderate speed (1.25 m/s).
Detailed descriptions for each subphase are provided next.
1) Controlled plantar flexion: CP begins at heel-strike and
ends at foot-flat. Simply speaking, CP describes the process by which the heel and forefoot initially make contact
with the ground. In [9] and [10], researchers showed that
ankle joint behavior during CP was consistent with a linear spring response with joint torque proportional to joint
position. As shown in Fig. 2, segment (1)–(2) illustrates
the linear spring behavior of the ankle.
2) Controlled dorsiflexion: CD begins at foot-flat and continues until the ankle reaches a state of maximum dorsiflexion. Ankle torque versus position during the CD period can
often be described as a nonlinear spring where stiffness increases with increasing ankle position. The main function
of the human ankle during CD is to store elastic energy
to propel the body upward and forward during the PP
phase [9]–[12]. Segment (2)–(3) in Fig. 2 reveals the nonlinear spring behavior of the human ankle joint during CD.
3) Powered plantar flexion: PP begins after CD and ends at
the instant of toe-off. Because the work generated during
PP is more than the negative work absorbed during the
CP and CD phases for moderate to fast walking speeds
[9]–[12], additional energy is supplied along with the
spring energy stored during the CD phase to achieve the
net ankle work and high plantar flexion power during late
stance. Thus, during PP, the ankle can be modeled as a
torque source in parallel to a CD spring. The area W enclosed by the points (1), (2a), (3), and (4) shows the amount
of net work done at the ankle during the stance period.

4) Swing phase: SW begins at toe-off and ends at heel-strike.
It represents the portion of the gait cycle when the foot is
off the ground. During SW, the ankle can be modeled as
a position source to achieve foot clearance as well as to
reset the foot to a desired equilibrium position before the
next heel strike.
In summary, for level-ground walking, the human ankle
provides three main functions: 1) it behaves as a spring
with variable stiffness from CP to CD; 2) it provides additional energy for push-off during PP; and 3) it behaves as a
position source to control the foot orientation during SW.
B. Target Stance Phase Behavior
Referring to Section I-B, the key question for the design and
control of the prosthesis is to define a target walking behavior.
For the SW, the desired ankle behavior is just to reposition the
foot to a predefined equilibrium position. Although the equilibrium position of the ankle at heel strike should ideally be
modulated between walking cycles based on walking speed and
terrain, in this investigation we selected a fixed equilibrium position to simplify the control design.
For the stance phase control, instead of simply tracking human
ankle kinematics, it is commonly believed that the prosthesis
should mimic the human ankle’s “quasi-static stiffness,” i.e., the
slope of the measured ankle torque–angle curve during stance
[9], [10]. Mimicking the quasi-static stiffness curve of an intact
ankle during walking (Fig. 2) is the main goal for the stance
phase controller of this investigation.
As shown in Fig. 3(a), a typical quasi-static stiffness curve
[from points (1)–(4)] can be decomposed into two main
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components: spring and torque source. The first component
comprises two springs fitted to the torque versus angle curve
during the CP and CD phases [See Fig. 3(b)]. The second component comprises a torque source that represents the residual
torque between the spring torque and the total human ankle
torque. It is noted that the stiffness from points (1)–(2) is approximately equal to the stiffness in the first portion of CD.
Thus, CP and the first portion of CD were modeled with a single spring as shown in Fig. 3(b).
For the ease of implementation, we simplified these two
components (spring and torque sources) to obtain the target
stance phase behavior for the prosthesis as depicted in Fig. 3(b).
Specifically, we linearized the CD spring and torque source
functions, and provided only the spring components during
CP and CD since the torque source is negligible during these
gait phases [see Fig. 3(a)]. Each component is described as
follows.
1) The first component comprises a linear torsional spring
with a stiffness that varies with the sign of the ankle angle.
When the ankle angle is positive, the stiffness value is set
to KCD . When the ankle angle is negative, the stiffness
value is set to KCP [See Fig. 3(b)].
2) The second component comprises a constant offset torque
∆τ that provides the torque source during PP. This offset
torque is applied in addition to the linear torsional spring
KCD during PP. τpp determines the moment at which the
offset torque is applied, indicated by point (4) in Fig. 3(b).
The actual work done by the ankle joint due to the torque
source ∆W is

∆W = ∆τ


τpp
∆τ
+
.
KCD
2KCP

(1)

It is noted here that conventional passive prostheses only
provide the spring behavior but fail to supply the torque source
function to further enhance propulsion during PP [3].

C. Design Specifications
Using the aforesaid biomechanical descriptions and the results from [2], [9], [10], and [35], the design goals for the prosthesis are summarized as follows:
1) the prosthesis must have a mass distribution comparable
to the missing human limb;
2) the system must deliver a human-like output power and
torque during PP;
3) the system must be capable of changing its stiffness as
dictated by the quasi-static stiffness of an intact ankle;
4) the system must be capable of controlling joint position
during the SW;
5) the prosthesis must provide sufficient shock tolerance to
prevent any damage to the mechanism at heel-strike.
It is important to note that the prosthesis and controller
designs are not independent. Rather, they are integrated to
ensure that the inherent prosthesis dynamics does not inhibit the controller’s ability to specify desired dynamics. This

topic is discussed further in Section IV. In the remainder of
this section, the target parameters for the design goals are
outlined.
1) Size and weight: The target height for the prosthesis is
specified, based on the nominal height of a conventional
high profile below-knee prosthesis, which is about 18 cm
from ground to pyramid dome [1], [3]. The desired prosthesis mass should be 2.5% of total body mass, equal to
the percent mass of the missing biological limb at a point
18 cm from the ground surface [34].
2) Range of joint rotation: The proposed range of joint rotation for the prosthesis was based upon normal human
ankle range of motion during walking [2], [35], [36]. The
maximum plantar flexion angle (25◦ ) occurs just as the
foot is lifted off the ground at toe-off, while the maximum
dorsiflexion angle (15◦ ) occurs at terminal CD.
3) Torque and speed: According to [2], [9], [10], and [35],
the measured peak velocity, torque, and power of the human ankle during the stance period of walking can be as
high as 5 rad/s, 1.7 N·m/kg, and 3.5 W/kg, respectively.
Both peak torque and power were normalized by body
mass. Rather than simply satisfying these peak values,
the torque-speed capability of the prosthesis was designed
to cover the entire human ankle torque-speed curve of
walking.
4) Torque bandwidth: The torque bandwidth requirement of
the prosthesis was estimated based upon the power spectrum of the human ankle torque data during the stance
period of walking. In this paper, the torque bandwidth
was defined at that frequency range over which 70% of
the total signal power was captured. Analyzing the normal human ankle data from [10], the torque bandwidth
was found to be ∼3.5 Hz in which the ankle torque varies
between 50 and 140 N·m. The goal was therefore to design a torque controller capable of outputting any torque
level between 50 and 140 N·m at 3.5 Hz. This goal requires that the torque bandwidth of the open-loop system
be significantly larger than 3.5 Hz, otherwise the inherent dynamics of the prosthesis may inhibit the controller’s
ability to specify desired dynamics.
5) Net positive work: The prosthesis should also be capable
of generating net positive work during stance. The average
net positive work done at the ankle joint per unit body mass
for self-selected and fast walking speeds is ∼0.10 J/kg
[2], [10] and ∼0.26 J/kg [9], respectively.
6) Controlled dorsiflexion stiffness: The prosthesis should
output a human-like quasi-static stiffness during CD, or
from point 2 to point 3 in Fig. 2. A target stiffness
value was obtained by estimating the slope of the measured human ankle torque-angle curve from the zero
torque-angle point to the torque at maximum dorsiflexion, or point 3 in Fig. 2. The average human stiffness
per unit body mass at a self-selected walking speed
is ∼8 N·m/rad·kg.
In this paper, we design an ankle–foot prosthesis for a nominal male subject, walking at a self-selected speed of 1.25 m/s,
whose body mass, height, and foot length are 78 kg, 175 cm,
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TABLE I
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FOR A NOMINAL MALE SUBJECT

and 27 cm, respectively [37]. Table I lists the parameter values
corresponding to the aforesaid design goals.
III. MECHANICAL DESIGN
The basic architecture of our mechanical design is a physical
spring, configured in parallel to a force-controllable actuator.
Figs. 4 and 5 show the mechanical design and the schematics of the proposed powered prosthesis, respectively. As shown
in Fig. 5, there are five mechanical elements in the system: a
high power output d.c. motor, a ballscrew transmission, a series
spring, a unidirectional parallel spring, and a carbon composite
leaf-spring prosthetic foot. We combine the first three components to form a rotary series-elastic actuator (SEA). An SEA,
previously developed for legged robots [38], [39], consists of
a dc motor in series with a spring (or spring structure) via a
mechanical transmission. By controlling the extent to which the
series spring is compressed, the SEA can be used to control output force. In this investigation, we used a linear potentiometer to
measure the deflection of the series spring, and the force applied
to the load.
In this study, we used the SEA to modulate the joint stiffness
as well as to provide the constant offset torque ∆τ defined in
Fig. 6. The SEA also provided the stiffness value KCP during
CP and the stiffness value KCD1 during CD. During PP, the SEA
also supplied both the stiffness value KCD1 and a constant, offset
torque ∆τ .
Due to the demanding output torque and power requirements,
we employed a physical spring, configured in parallel to the
SEA, so that the load borne by the SEA could be greatly reduced.
To avoid hindering ankle plantar flexion movements at terminal
stance, the parallel spring was unidirectional, only providing an
offset rotational stiffness value Kpr when the ankle angle was
greater than zero (see Fig. 6).
An elastic leaf spring foot was used to emulate the function
of a human foot, providing shock absorption and energy storage
during early stance, and energy return during late stance. A
standard low profile prosthetic foot, called the Flex Foot LP
R
was used in the prototype [1].
Vari-Flex
In the current design, a 150 W dc brushed motor from Maxon,
Inc (RE-40) was used. For the drive train system, the motor was
designed to drive a 3 mm pitch linear ballscrew via a timing-belt
drive transmission with a 1.7:1 ratio. The translational movement of the ballscrew caused an angular rotation of the ankle
joint via the series spring with a moment arm r = 0.0375 m.
Further details on the mechanical design and component selection can be found in [24].

Fig. 4. Mechanical design of the prosthesis. (a) Front View. (b) Side View.
(c) Physical Prototype.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Linear Model
A linear model of the prosthetic device is shown in Fig. 7.
The model is similar to the standard SEA model in [39], except
for the addition of a parallel elastic component. Referring to
Fig. 7(a), the motor is modeled as a torque source Tm with a
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Schematics of the powered ankle–foot prosthesis.

rotary internal inertia Im , applying a force to a series spring
of stiffness ks through a transmission R. The damping term
bm represents brush and bearing friction acting on the motor,
and kp is the stiffness of a unidirectional parallel spring. The
transmission has a ratio R that converts rotary motion of the
motor into linear compression of the series spring. The series
spring moment arm is rs , and the parallel spring moment arm is
rp . Further, Text and θ are the external joint torque and angular
displacement, respectively. In the model, we assume the foot is
a rigid body of negligible mass, as foot mass is relatively small
compared to the effective motor inertia. This model also ignores
amplifier dynamics, nonlinear friction, and internal resonances.
For simplicity, we convert this rotary model into the translational domain [see Fig. 7(b)]. Effective mass Me , damping
be , and linear motor force Fe are defined as follows: Me =
Im R2 , Fe = Tm R, and be = bm R. The equation of motion then
becomes
Me ẍ + be ẋ = Fe − Fs
Fs = ks (x − rs θ)

(2)
(3)

where Fs is the force applied by the series spring. The total
external joint torque is

rs Fs ,
θ<0
Text =
(4)
θ ≥ 0.
rs Fs + rp kp θ,
Equations (2) and (3) are the standard dynamic equations for an
SEA [39]. Equation (4) reveals that with the parallel spring, less
series spring force Fs is required for a given total joint torque.
B. Force Bandwidth

Fig. 6. Parallel and series elasticity. The parallel spring provides a biased,
offset stiffness K pr when the ankle angle is larger than zero. The series spring
combined with the motor and transmission, called an SEA [38], [39], was used
to modulate joint stiffness and as a torque source for performing positive net
work at the ankle joint.

Fig. 7.

Linear prosthesis models. (a) Rotary domain (b) Translational domain.

When designing a controller, one needs to guarantee that the
actuator system does not saturate within the desired operating
range of torque and speed. A critical actuator performance metric is the open-loop force bandwidth (OFB). OFB is defined as
the frequency response of the system output force due to the
maximum input motor force Fsat . The higher the OFB is for the
system, the better the prosthetic controller can capture the nominal behavior of the human ankle in walking without saturating
the motor. Due to motor saturation, the OFB generally increases
as actuator force requirements decrease. The lower the required
actuator force, the higher the frequency capability of sinusoidal
tracking. Thus, parallel elasticity increases the OFB, since force
levels borne by the actuator are effectively lowered. Although
ankle shock tolerance is improved when a spring is placed in
series with the motor and transmission, the OFB is reduced as
a consequence. Thus, when designing a motorized ankle–foot
prosthesis, series spring stiffness has to be carefully selected so
as to provide adequate actuator shock tolerance and OFB. Thus,
when designing the ankle–foot prosthesis, we selected a series
spring stiffness, ks , so as to provide a sufficient actuator shock
tolerance and OFB (see Table I for bandwidth specification)
at the lowered peak actuator force enabled by parallel elasticity. Because of parallel elasticity, series spring stiffness could
be decreased while still achieving adequate OFB. Lower series
stiffness was beneficial since shock tolerance was improved.
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Fig. 9.

Fig. 8. Simulation result showing the open-loop force bandwidth values due
to motor saturation at each actuator force level. A relatively stiff series spring
was selected to obtain an open-loop force bandwidth equal to 9.4 Hz, a value
that is significantly larger than the bandwidth specification of 3.5 Hz in Table I.
TABLE II
MODEL PARAMETERS

To study the OFB, we set the ankle angle, θ, equal to zero
in Fig. 7(b), making the equation of motion (2) for this model
equivalent to a standard second-order differential equation for
a spring–mass–damper system. With the spring force, Fs , considered as the system output, the transfer function that describes
the OFB due to the maximum input motor force Fsat is
Fsm ax
ks
=
2
Fsat
Me s + (Be +

Fs a t
Vsa t

)s + ks

(5)

where Fsm ax and Vsat are the maximum output spring force
ax
and
and linear velocity, respectively. We set Fsat = RTmmotor
ωm ax
Vsat = R . As can be seen in (5), the OFB is independent of
the control system, depending only on the intrinsic system behaviors determined by the motor, transmission ratio, and spring
constants. In our design, the total spring constant for the series
springs was set to 1200 kN/m.
The simulation results for the OFB are shown in Fig. 8 and the
corresponding parameter values used in the model are listed in
Table II. The estimated OFB of the system with and without parallel elasticity was 9.4 Hz (at 50 N·m) and 3.8 Hz (at 120 N·m),
respectively. In practice, it is wise to design a system with an
OFB that is at least twofold larger than the required bandwidth,
as there are many factors that can substantially reduce the force
bandwidth, such as unmodeled friction [39]. With the parallel
spring set equal to 373 kN·m/rad and the linear series spring stiffness equal to 1200 kN/m, the estimated OFB from the model was
9.4 Hz, nearly threefold larger than the required bandwidth of 3.5
Hz from Table I. Thus, the ankle–foot prosthetic design had an
OFB that was sufficiently large to ensure that the motor would
not saturate within the desired operating range of torque and
speed.
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Overall control architecture of the prosthesis.

V. CONTROL SYSTEM
A. Overall Architecture
Referring to Section II-B, the goal of the control system was
to allow the prosthesis to track the target stance phase behavior
shown in Fig. 3(b). To this end, the prosthesis had three types
of low-level servo controllers: 1) a high performance torque
controller to provide the ankle push-off during powered plantar
flexion; 2) an impedance controller to modulate joint stiffness
during the entire stance phase; and 3) a position controller to
control foot position during the SW.
Furthermore, it was necessary to have a high-level control
system to manage the transitions among the low-level servo
controllers so as to provide proper prosthetic functions for a
given condition. The overall architecture of the control system
is shown in Fig. 9. The control system comprised a set of lowlevel servo controllers and a finite-state machine, widely used in
the high-level control of A/K prostheses [41], [42]. The finitestate machine had two parts: a state identification and a state
control. The former was used to identify the current state of the
prosthesis while the latter was used to execute the predefined
control procedure for a given state. In the following sections, we
first discuss the development of the low-level servo controllers,
followed by the design of the finite-state machine.

B. Low-Level Servo Controllers
Thoughtout this section, we assume that the parallel spring
does not inhibit the controllers’ ability to specify desired dynamics, at least within the operating range of torque level and
bandwidth.
1) Torque Controller: A torque controller was designed to
provide the offset torque and facilitate the stiffness modulation. The primary design concern was to satisfy the bandwidth
constraint specified in Table I. The design consisted of 1) an
inner force/torque control loop and 2) a feedforward friction
compensation term [see Fig. 10(a)]. The basic concept of the
inner force/torque control loop was to use the force feedback,
estimated from the series spring deflection, to control the output joint torque of the SEA [39]. The torque/force controller
D(s) was essentially implemented based on a PD control law
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torque controller and defined as
τf = fc (τ )sgn(θ̇) + bc θ̇

(7)

where fc and bc are the Coulombic force constant and damping
coefficient, respectively [48]. All these parameters were identified using experimental data.
To obtain the friction parameters, we set the ankle angle equal
to zero [see Fig. 7(b)]. The friction in the ankle joint was negligible as compared to the friction in the transmission. We applied
a known ramping input motor force to the system and measured
the series spring compression. The Coulombic friction force
was obtained based on the difference between the known
input motor force and the series spring force. We then applied
different frequencies of sinusoidal motor force to the system to
obtain the frequency of the system, and then fitted the data to a
spring–mass–damper model, without considering the motor saturation, to obtain the damping coefficient. The Coulombic force
constant and damping coefficient used in the controller were
0.03 V (23 N) and 1.64 V·s/rad (1240 N·s/rad), respectively.
2) Impedance Controller: An impedance controller was designed to modulate the output impedance of the SEA, especially the joint stiffness. As shown in Fig. 10(b), we introduced
an outer impedance control loop [Zd (s)] onto the proposed
force controller to modulate the output impedance. The outer
impedance control loop was based on the structure of the “Simple Impedance Control,” proposed by Hogan [43]. The key idea
was to use the motion feedback from the ankle joint (θ) to
increase the output joint impedance. The outer impedance controller is defined as


τd (s)
Kd
= Bd +
(8)
Zd (s) =
sθ(s)
s
Fig. 10. Block diagrams for the low-level servo controllers. (a) Torque controller. (b) Impedance controller. (c) Position controller.

(in S-domain)
D(s) =

Vm (s)
p
= KF + sBF
τe (s)
s+p

(6)

where τe and Vm are the output torque error and input voltage to
the motor amplifier, respectively. Furthermore, KF and BF are
the proportional gain and damping of the control law, respecp
was incorporated into
tively. A simple dominant pole filter s+p
the controller because often the measured force signal was very
noisy and had to be filtered before a derivative was taken. The
pole p of the controller was set to accomplish a cutoff frequency
of 30 Hz, a value that is sufficiently larger than the required
torque bandwidth listed in Table I.
Although increasing the gain KF can shadow the intrinsic impedance (e.g., friction or inertia) in the mechanism, it
may trigger instability when the system couples to certain environments at high gain [46], [47]. One way to augment the
torque controller without violating the stability criteria is to use
a model-based friction compensation term Fr (s). A standard
feedforward friction compensation term was applied into the

where τd , Kd , and Bd are the desired SEA output joint torque,
stiffness, and damping, respectively. Taking into consideration
the parallel elasticity, the total joint impedance Ztotal (s) is


Kd


θ≤0

 Bd + s ,
Ztotal = 
(9)


Kd + Kpr


 Bd +
,
θ > 0.
s
Due to the intrinsic impedance (e.g., friction and inertia), the actual output impedance consisted of the desired output impedance
due to the controller plus that due to the mechanism. For this reason, the aforementioned torque controller was incorporated into
the impedance controller to reduce the effects of the intrinsic
impedance.
3) Position Controller: A standard PD-controller H(s) was
proposed to control the equilibrium position θ1 of the foot during swing. Thus, the input voltage Vm (s) to the motor amplifier
is Vm (s) = K1 (θ1 − θ) + K2 θ̇, where K1 and K2 are the proportional and derivative terms of the controllers.
C. Finite-State Controller
A finite-state controller for level-ground walking was implemented to replicate the target ankle behavior (Fig. 11). The
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Fig. 12.
Fig. 11.
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Finite-state controller for level-ground walking.

Finite-state control for a typical gait cycle.

controller had two parts: stance and SW controls. Each part of
the controller had three states.
1) Stance Phase Control: Three states (CP, CD, and PP)
were designed for stance phase control. The stance phase control for a typical gait cycle is graphically depicted in Fig. 11.
Descriptions for each state are as follows.
a) CP begins at heel-strike and ends at midstance. During
CP, the prosthesis outputs a joint stiffness,1 KCP to prevent foot slap and to provide shock absorption during
heel-strike.
b) CD begins at midstance and ends right before PP or toeoff, depending on the measured total ankle torque Tankle .
During CD, the prosthesis outputs a joint stiffness, KCD
to allow a smooth rotation of the body, where KCD =
Kpr + KCD1 .
c) PP begins only if the measured total ankle torque Tankle
is larger than the predefined torque threshold τpp , i.e.,
Tankle > τpp . Otherwise, it remains in state CD until the
foot is off the ground. During PP, the prosthesis outputs a
constant offset torque, ∆τ superimposing the joint stiffness, KCD as an active push-off.
KCP , KCD , τpp , and ∆τ were the main parameters affecting the ankle performance during the stance phase control. In
particular, the offset torque was directly related to the amount
of net work done at the ankle joint. These parameter values
were chosen based on the user’s walking preference during
experiments.
2) Sw Control: Another three states (SW1, SW2, and SW3)
were designed for the SW control (see Fig. 11). Descriptions
for each state are as follows.
a) [a)] SW1 begins at toe-off and ends in a given time period, tH . During SW1, the prosthesis servos the foot to a
predefined foot position, θto eoﬀ for foot clearance.
b) SW2 begins right after SW1 and finishes when the ankle
angle reaches zero. During SW2, the prosthesis servos the
1 The conversion of the joint stiffness between translational and rotary domains is K = r 2 k, where k and r are the joint stiffness in translational domain
and the moment arm, respectively. For example, K C P = r 2 k C P .

ankle back to the default equilibrium position θd = 0 to
prepare for the next heel-strike.
c) SW3 begins right after SW2 and ends at the next heelstrike. During SW3, the controller resets the system to
impedance control mode and outputs a joint stiffness,
KCP .
It was important to have state SW3 in the SW control to
ensure the control system operated in impedance mode before
heel-strike. Because of the rapid impact of heel-strike, there
was not enough time for the control system to switch from position control mode at the moment of heel-strike without causing
an appreciable state switching delay. The time period tH and
predefined foot position θto eoﬀ were all tuned experimentally.
3) Sensing for State Transitions: During state transition and
identification, the system mainly relied on four variables.
a) Heel contact(H). H=1 indicates that the heel is on the
ground, and vice versa.
b) Toe contact(T). T=1 indicates that the toe is on the ground,
and vice versa.
c) Ankle angle (θ).
d) Total ankle torque (Tankle ).
All triggering information was obtained using local sensing; including foot switches to measure heel/toe contact, ankle
joint encoder to measure ankle angle, and a linear spring potentiometer to measure joint torque. The hardware implementation
for these local sensors is discussed in the next section. The
finite-state control diagram indicating all triggering conditions
is shown in Fig. 12.
VI. SENSORS AND COMPUTING PLATFORM
We installed a 5 kΩ linear potentiometer across the series
springs to measure their displacement. We also mounted a 500line quadrature encoder (US Digital, Inc.) in between the parent link mounting plate and child link mounting plate to measure the joint angle of the prosthetic ankle. Six capacitive force
transducers were placed on the bottom of the foot: two sensors beneath the heel and four beneath the forefoot region. Using cabling, the prosthesis was connected to a multifunctional
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B. Experimental Protocol

Fig. 13. Mobile computing platform was designed to provide the capability of
testing the system outside the laboratory. (a) Lateral View. (b) Posterior View.

input/output (I/O) board from Sensory Company, Inc. (Model
526) that was interfaced with a PC104 Pentium III CPU
(MSMP3XEG, from Advanced Digital Logic, Inc). The system ran the MMATLAB kernel for xPC target application [49].
The target PC (PC104) communicated with a host computer
via Ethernet. The host computer sent control commands and
obtained sensory data from the target PC104. We powered the
dc motor with a motor amplifier (Accelnet Panel ACP-090-36,
V = 48 V, Ipk = 36 A) from Copley Controls Corporation.
Finally, a mobile computing platform was developed that
allowed us to conduct untethered walking experiments outside
the laboratory. As shown in Fig. 13, the mobile platform was
mounted on an external frame backpack. Most of the electronic
components were mounted on the platform, including a PC104,
a power supply, I/O Cards, and a motor amplifier.

VII. CLINICAL EVALUATION
A common approach to evaluate the performance of a leg
prosthesis is to measure the amputee’s rate of oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide production in walking, as these
measures correlate with metabolic rate [4], [5]. In this investigation, we took these measures on three unilateral transtibial
amputees walking at self-selected speeds. Initial walking experiments were performed at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) on the Johnson Indoor Track. The experiments were
approved by MIT’s Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects. The participants were volunteers and were
permitted to withdraw from the study at any time and for any
reason. Before taking part in the study, each participant read and
signed a statement acknowledging informed consent.

The study comprised two sessions: Basic Clinical Gait Study
and Metabolic Cost Study. The first session took place in the
Biomechatronics Laboratory within the MIT Media Laboratory. Before beginning the first session, each participant was
fitted with the powered prosthesis by a professional prosthetist.
Each participant was then asked to walk along a 30-foot-long
walkway at his self-selected speed. The prosthesis was first programmed with a virtual spring response with stiffness values
(KCP , KCD ) from normalized biological data2 [10]. The prosthetist then further refined the alignment using standard prosthetic alignment procedures. After this alignment procedure,
each participant was given the option of making adjustments to
the desired stiffness values (KCP , KCD ) by communicating
to a separate operator. The prosthesis was then programmed
to output the active torque source response superimposed on
the stiffness response during PP [See Fig. 3(b)]. The parameter values for the torque source response, including the predefined torque threshold (τpp ) and the offset torque (∆τ ), were
initially set based on normalized biological values. Each participant was then given the option of making adjustments to
the torque source parameters (τpp ,∆τ ) until they achieved the
most favorable prosthetic ankle response. After these parameter
adjustments, each participant’s self-selected walking speed was
measured. At that walking speed, ankle angle and torque were
measured using the onboard ankle sensors.
In the second session, the rates of oxygen consumption and
carbon dioxide production were measured to estimate metabolic
cost. Before the second session began, each participant had
approximately 5 h of acclimatization on the powered prosthesis. The metabolic measures were taken while each participant
walked at a self-selected speed using: 1) their conventional prosthesis; 2) the powered prosthesis with a virtual spring response;
and 3) the powered prosthesis with a nonconservative, motive
power output. Before each trial, a participant was given 10 min
to walk with each prosthesis to acclimatize to the new hardware. Walking speed was controlled by having the participant
follow a modified golf cart moving at a desired speed. The selfselected walking speed with the powered prosthesis obtained
in condition 3 was used for all three conditions. As with the
first experimental session, sensory data (e.g., joint torque and
angle) from the prosthesis was captured during the experiment.
Each participant was advised not to have intense or prolonged
exercise for 24 h prior to the experimental session. Furthermore,
each participant was instructed to stay hydrated and not to have
caffeine or a heavy meal 3 h before the experimental session.

A. Experimental Participants
Three unilateral transtibial amputees participated in the study.
Amputee participants were experienced at prosthesis ambulation, could ambulate at least at a K3 level (i.e., the patient has
the ability or potential for ambulation with variable cadence)
and had no other musculoskeletal problems or any known cardiovascular, pulmonary, or neurological disorders. The three
participants (all male) were 40–57 years old, 173–176 cm in
height, and weighed 71–86 kg. Patient characteristics are summarized in Table III.

C. Metabolic Cost of Transport
The metabolic COT has been widely used to evaluate the
performance of prosthetic leg interventions [4], [5]. The COT,
Cm , is a dimentionless quantity defined as the metabolic energy
2 In [10], ankle torque was normalized by body mass, and plotted versus
ankle position. Thus, to get actual ankle stiffness values, we first multiplied the
normalized biological data by the study participant’s body mass before taking
the slope (stiffness) of the ankle torque-position data.
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TABLE III
AMPUTEE PARTICIPANT CHARACTERISTICS AND SELF-SELECTED WALKING SPEED

TABLE IV
SYSTEM MASS

required to transport unit body weight unit distance, or
Cm =

Metabolic Energy
.
Total Weight × Distance Traveled

(10)

The total weight in (10) is the weight of the participant plus the
weight of any prosthetic component worn by the participant.
The distance traveled was obtained by multiplying the walking
speed by the time period T over which the total energy was
calculated.
The net metabolic energy Em is normally obtained by integrating the net metabolic energy expenditure rate Ėm for a
given time period T
 T
Ėm dt.
Em =
(11)
0

Equation (10) then becomes
Cm =

Em
M gνT

(12)

where M, g, and ν are the mass of the participant plus the
prosthetic system, gravity constant, and the average forward
speed, respectively. The net metabolic rate Ėm was obtained
by subtracting the resting metabolic rate from the measured
metabolic rate of walking.
D. Measurement of COT

VIII. RESULTS

The energy cost was estimated from O2 consumption and
CO2 production measured with a portable K4 telemetric system [50]. The K4 system included a portable unit worn by the
subject and a base station where the data were recorded. The
portable unit weighed 1.5 kg and consisted of a silicon mask
containing a flow-rate turbine that was fixed to the subject’s
face. A processing unit containing the O2 and CO2 analyzers
was placed on the subject’s chest, and a transmitter/battery pack
was placed in the backpack.
During each trial, the participant walked on the track for
5 min while metabolic data were recorded. Rest measurements
were taken while the participant was seated for 5 min before
and after each walking trial. The resting V̇O 2 and V̇CO 2 values
were subtracted from the walking trial data to give the net values
of V̇O 2 and V̇CO 2 (in milliliters per second). These values were
then used to estimate the net metabolic rate Ėm for each walking
trial using the formula from [51]
Ėm = 16.48V̇O 2 + 4.48V̇CO 2 .

The total weight in (10) was computed based on the following formula: Total Weight + Body Weight + Battery Weight
+ Weight of the Computing Platform + Weight of the K4 system + Prosthetic System Weight. The prosthetic system weight
included the weight of the ankle–foot prosthesis and other components that were used to fit that prosthesis onto the participant,
such as the socket adaptor and prosthetic socket. The body
weight was the weight of a participant without wearing any
prosthesis. The battery weight was set to be zero when calculating the Total Weight of each participant for condition (1). The
numerical values of component mass for all the participants and
experimental conditions are listed in Table IV.

(13)

The cumulative metabolic energy consumed at each trial time
was plotted versus time. When the plotted data showed a line of
constant slope, steady state energy consumption was assumed
(as an example, see Fig. 18). We used the steady state portion of the cumulative energy versus time curve to compute the
metabolic cost of transport for each walking trial.

In this section, we present the results from the clinical gait
evaluation of the powered and conventional prostheses. Bench
test evaluations of the proposed ankle controllers can be found
in [28].
A. Basic Clinical Gait Study
During the experiments, it was discovered that the proposed
finite-state machine performed robustly and was capable of
mimicking the target stance phase behavior. All amputee participants and the prosthetist were satisfied with the performance
of the prosthesis. In general, it took less than 20 min for each
amputee participant to adapt to the powered prosthesis. The
prosthetist reported that with the powered device each participant moved with a more natural gait than with their conventional passive-elastic prosthesis. The preferred system parameters (KCP ,KCD ,τpp ,∆τ ) for each participant were recorded
(See Table V). These particular parameters were used for the
metabolic cost study.
1) Virtual Spring Response: Fig. 14 shows real-time data
for two gait cycles of a walking experiment. As was proposed
in Fig. 12, the system went through the state sequence 0-1-20 for each gait cycle under the virtual spring condition [see
Fig. 14(d)]. The corresponding ankle torque-angle behavior of
one gait cycle is shown in Fig. 15. This experimental result
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TABLE V
PARTICIPANT’S PREFERRED SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Fig. 16. Measured ankle angle, velocity, torque, and the gait states of a walking
trial in which the prosthesis performed positive net work (participant 1). The
gait states are defined as following: CP = 1, CD = 2, PP = 3, SW1 = 4, SW2 =
5, and SW3 = 0.

Fig. 14. Measured ankle angle, velocity, torque, and the gait states of a walking
trial in which the prosthesis behaved as a virtual spring (participant 1). The gait
states are defined as following: CP = 1, CD = 2, PP = 3, SW1 = 4, SW2 = 5,
and SW3 = 0.

Fig. 15. Experimental ankle torque-angle plot for the powered prosthesis
across a single gait cycle using the virtual spring controller (participant 1).

demonstrates the system’s capacity to track the desired stiffness
during CP and CD. As can be seen, the actual stiffness curve
is slightly off from the desired curve because, in the physical
system, the engagement position of the unidirectional parallel
spring was not exactly equal to zero degree. This error caused the
motor system to preload the spring at the equilibrium position.

It was expected that the measured stiffness curve would show
fluctuations at heel strike because the control system was not
designed to satisfy such demanding bandwidth requirements.
This justified the use of an SEA as the force-controllable actuator because with series elasticity, even if the movement of the
prosthesis was much faster than the bandwidth of the control
system, the prosthesis could still behave as a spring to prevent
excessive impact loads on the transmission [39]. Additionally,
the amputee user could always perceive a “springy feel” even
though his foot hits the ground with great speed and force. In
such a situation, the actual spring stiffness perceived by the participant was a value in between the desired stiffness KCP and
the stiffness of the series spring Ks .
2) Active Mechanical Power: Fig. 16 shows real-time data
for two gait cycles of a walking experiment in which the powered prosthesis provides positive net work during stance. As
is shown in Fig. 11, the system went through a longer state
sequence 0-1-2-3-4-5-0 than that under the virtual spring condition [see Fig. 16(d)]. It is noted here that a rapid change in ankle
velocity occurred from 60% to 70% of the gait cycle. Such a
high dorsiflexion speed is critical immediately following toe-off
to provide the amputee participant adequate foot clearance with
the ground. This prosthetic movement occurred due to the position controller that set the ankle position back to zero degree in
preparation for the next heel strike.
Fig. 17 shows the ankle torque–angle behavior of the prosthesis over five gait cycles. The experimental result demonstrates
the system’s capacity to track the desired stiffness during CP and
CD. Furthermore, as was designed, a constant offset torque ∆τ
was applied to the amputee participant when the ankle torque
was larger than the triggering threshold τpp (see the paremeter
values for participant 1 in Table V).
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Fig. 17. Experimental ankle torque–angle plot for the powered prosthesis over
five gait cycles with positive net work (participant 1). The red cross indicates
the time at which the prosthesis begins actively plantar flexing.

It is noted that the measured ankle torque–angle curve flattens
around the peak torque region, and consequently, there is a
discrepancy between the estimated net work (21.0 J) and the
measured mean net work (19.7 J). Here, the estimated net work
was computed using (1), while the measured net work was
obtained numerically by calculating the area enclosed by the
measured ankle torque–angle curve. This discrepancy is due to
the fact that the actual system requires some time (about 50 ms)
to output the additional offset torque during the transition from
CD to PP. As noted earlier, the main purpose of the target stance
phase behavior was to serve as an initial guideline for doing net
work at the joint. Thus, it was acceptable to allow the actual
response to deviate by a small amount from the target behavior
as long as sufficient energy was supplied throughout each gait
cycle to power the amputee participant’s gait.
According to Section VI, the foot contact was determined
based on both pressure sensors on the foot and the measured
ankle joint torque. It was desirable to setup the trigger in a way
that the toe-off was triggered before the ankle joint reached the
zero torque level (see Fig. 17) because that provided enough
time for the control system to switch from impedance control
mode to position control mode at the transition from stance to
swing.
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Fig. 18. Metabolic energy consumption of amputee participant 1 walking at
a self-selected speed for three conditions: 1) using their conventional passive
prostheses (conventional); 2) using the powered prosthesis with only a virtual
spring response (virtual spring); and 3) using the powered prosthesis with a
nonconservative, motive power output (powered).

The metabolic COT for each participant and experimental
condition is shown in Fig. 19. Here again, the metabolic COT
when participants used the powered prosthesis with motive
power output was the lowest among all experimental conditions. The powered prosthesis with this condition was found to
decrease the COT from 7% to 20% compared to the conventional
passive-elastic prostheses. The average improvement in the
metabolic COT among the participants was 14%. By comparing condition (3) to the virtual spring condition (2), the relative
effect of the nonconservative, motive power output was determined. Condition (3) decreased the COT by 7% compared to
condition (1) and 16% compared to condition (2), highlighting
the benefits of performing net positive work during stance. The
results for the metabolic COT study are summarized in Table VI.
In addition to COT, we computed the metabolic energy consumed per distance traveled (joules per meter) for each participant and condition (see Table VI). For all study participants, the
powered prosthesis was found to decrease the metabolic energy
consumed per distance traveled from 4% to 16% compared to
the conventional passive-elastic prostheses.
IX. DISCUSSIONS
A. Prosthesis Weight Versus Power Output

B. Metabolic Cost Study
For each of the three experimental conditions, the steady state
rate of metabolic energy consumption was determined by first
plotting the total cumulative energy versus walking time for each
experimental trial. The data typically reached a constant slope
after approximately 2 min from the start of the walking trial,
indicating that the rate of metabolic energy consumption had
reached a steady state value. Sample data are shown in Fig. 18.
When using the powered prosthesis with motive power output,
the rate of metabolic energy consumption (or average metabolic
cost) was the lowest among all other conditions (see Table VI
for participant values).

Due to the passive nature of conventional prostheses, and
their relatively low power output capability, prosthetic designers have sought to keep prosthetic weight much less than that of
the human ankle–foot complex in an effort to maximize walking metabolic economy. In this investigation we hypothesize
that a powered ankle–foot prosthesis that mimics the mechanical response of the human ankle in walking can decrease the
metabolic cost of transport compared to a conventional passiveelastic prosthesis. Our data are in support of this hypothesis. We
find that the powered prosthesis improves amputee metabolic
COT from 7% to 20% compared to the conventional passiveelastic prostheses evaluated (Flex-Foot Ceterus and Freedom
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TABLE VI
RESULTS OF THE METABOLIC COST STUDY

ankle response during the stance period of walking, a prosthetic
ankle–foot system requires a high mechanical power output (or
a large force bandwidth) as well as a large peak torque. The
parallel spring effectively lowers the forces borne by the actuator, and consequently, allows for a higher force bandwidth and
a smaller reduction ratio. Series elasticity is also an important
design feature as it protects the transmission from shock loads,
especially at heel strike. The basic architecture of parallel and
series elasticity may also prove useful for other types of assistive
devices that require both high power and torque output, such as
a hip-actuated orthosis [52].
C. Self-Selected Walking Speed

Fig. 19.

Metabolic cost of transport for three participants.

Innovations Sierra), even though the powered system is twofold
heavier than the conventional devices. This result highlights
the fact that prosthesis weight alone is not necessarily a detriment to the clinical performance of a prosthetic intervention. As
the results of this investigation suggest, the weight of a powered ankle–foot prosthesis need not hinder an amputee’s gait
as long as the prosthesis can provide sufficient power output at
terminal stance. In addition to the metabolic COT quantitative
measurements, amputee participants reported that the powered
prosthesis did not feel heavy when the motive power controller
was employed (condition 3). They also communicated that the
powered prosthesis with the motive power controller made walking easier and less demanding as compared to the conventional
prostheses evaluated in the study. However, not surprisingly,
the participants reported that the powered prosthesis felt exceedingly heavy when the virtual spring controller was used
(condition 2).
B. Mechanical Design
The results of this investigation highlight the importance of
using a parallel spring with a force-controllable actuator comprising series elasticity. To deliver a human-like mechanical

As mentioned in Section I, researchers have hypothesized
that a powered prosthesis may also increase an amputee’s selfselected walking speed [13]–[15]. In this investigation, we found
that the self-selected walking speed of participant 2 was increased while the self-selected walking speed for the other two
participants remained the same. From these pilot data, it is not
clear why self-selected walking speed was not increased for all
study participants. Clearly, in future investigations, more comprehensive experiments need to be conducted to further explore
the effects of powered plantar flexion on walking speed. Interestingly, for participiant 2, when using his conventional passive
prosthesis, his self-selected speed was 1.45 m/s, whereas with
the powered prosthesis, his self-selected speed was increased to
1.68 m/s, a 16% speed increase. We also measured the COT of
participant 2 with his conventional passive prosthesis walking at
1.45 m/s (COT = 0.22). Remarkably, when using the powered
ankle–foot prosthesis, not only was this participant’s walking
speed increased by 16%, but his COT was still 9% lower than
when he used his conventional prosthesis at the slower 1.45 m/s
speed.
D. Energetic Requirements of a Powered Ankle–Foot Prosthesis
A powered prosthesis must operate for at least one full day before the user has to recharge the battery. Using step count monitoring systems, researchers have determined that active transtibial amputees walk 3060 ± 1890 steps per day [53]. Assuming
the worst case of an amputee walking for 5000 steps at a fast
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Fig. 20. Compact ankle–foot prosthesis design. The design of the prosthesis
fits both human ankle–foot dimensions and geometry, with compact integrated
battery and other electronic components onboard.

walking speed while using the powered prosthesis, how large
would the onboard battery have to be? Using clinical data from
this investigation, the average electrical energy consumption of
the motor for each gait cycle was 31 ± 2 J/cycle, with the mean
cycle period equal to 1.10 ± 0.03 s. Using a Li–Polymer battery
[energy density 165 W·h/kg (see www.thunderpowerrc.com)], a
0.24 kg battery would enable 5000 steps of fast powered walking. This battery mass is reasonable, as it is the same size as
the required battery for Össur’s Proprio Foot [1] now being sold
commercially.
To further minimize energy consumption during daily life
usage, three control approaches have been implemented in the
powered prosthesis. First, the prosthesis was designed to behave
as a virtual spring at slow walking speeds (see Section V-C),
requiring only a modest level of energy from the battery
(2 J/cycle). Second, when the prosthesis is not moving for a given
period of time (e.g., when sitting or standing), the prosthesis reverts to a sleep mode, where no current is applied to the motor
for actuation. Third, since the human ankle predominantly does
negative work during stair descent or walking downhill [54],
the powered prosthesis generates electrical power during these
activities, converting negative mechanical work at the joint into
electrical battery energy as the motor is being backdriven.
In addition to these control approaches, a more viable electromechanical system was recently developed (see Fig. 20). By
exploiting high-strength lightweight materials, such as carbon
fiber, and a new packaging architecture, the weight of the powered prosthesis was reduced to 1.7 kg (3.8 pounds) including
all system components except battery. With a battery attached,
the total weight of the system becomes 2 kg, 0.9 kg less than
the prototype employed in this investigation (prototype mass =
2.9 kg; see Table IV). Since added prosthetic mass tends to increase the metabolic cost of ambulation, this 0.9 kg reduction
may result in an even greater metabolic advantage than the 14%
reduction observed in this investigation.
X. FUTURE WORK
In future investigations, we plan to conduct a comprehensive biomechanical gait study, including the measurement of
kinematic and kinetic data. Such an investigation may provide
important insights into the biomechanical mechanisms for the
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observed metabolic cost reduction. Furthermore, such a study
may also provide insight into the optimal control system design
of a powered ankle–foot prosthesis.
In addition to level-ground walking, we also plan to study
the effect of the powered prosthesis on other dialy life activities such as stair and slope ascent/descent gaits. Clearly, for
some common activities such as getting in and out of a car, the
powered prosthesis may not perform as well as a lightweight
conventional prosthesis, since in this particular situation, the
added weight of the powered system cannot be compensated for
by the active push-off feature. Clearly, additional investigations
will be necessary to provide a more comprehensive understanding of the potential advantages and disadvantages of a powered
prosthesis. It is our hope that this work will lead to further studies linking prosthetic design to clinical outcomes, resulting in
an even wider range of locomotory performance advantages for
contemporary prostheses.
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